
Many Much

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Money, _______ money, such as I have.1. much

Why do you waste your whole strength on such as he, when a couple of
men can finish him in as _______ minutes!
2.

many

These people came from Africa, but they had lived in Spain for _______
years and had once been a very rich and powerful nation.
3. many

Different portions of this script have been seen in _______ books.4. many

Let me do him so _______ justice.5. much

To have seen him-caught-caught in the room she had made beautiful for
him, the room where she had played for him so _______ hours, the room that
was part of the house that she paid for!

6.
many

_______ poor fellows were blown to atoms.7. Many

_______ men want a religion in which there is no cross, but they cannot
enter heaven that way.
8. Many

Here they fought for a long time, till both had lost _______ blood.9. much

It probably consists in producing as _______ children as we have
breasts-so that if one dies the other may live.
10. many

The Maypole is still common in _______ countries.11. many

I never had trouble with any one, and I was a sort of favourite… I fell in
love with a girl, and as I hadn't _______ money, I came West to make some,
as quick as I knew how.

12.
much

I scarcely know what to do with so _______ happiness.13. much

So we're desperate, and we haven't _______ time.14. much

Nothing can be of so _______ importance to any of us in this world as
your position in it.
15. much
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Never put _______ confidence in those who put no confidence in others.16. much

_______ agreeable stories are related of Holloway.17. Many

This was certainly not _______ information, but it was enough for our
purpose.
18. much

And jumping down Billy caught up his rod, rather ashamed of his _______
questions.
19. many

I could give _______ facts showing how frequently birds of _______ kinds
are blown by gales to vast distances across the ocean.
20. many many
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